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Introduction
Ladner

Computer science is rapidly becoming an integral part of the K-12 school curriculum in the United States (US) and other countries. This white paper will focus on the US because we understand K-12 education better than in other countries.

Since 1984, computer science has been part of the curriculum in schools that offered AP Computer Science A (CSA). This introduction to programming was originally taught using Pascal, then moved to C++ in 1999, and then Java in 2003. Since 2007, there has been a concerted effort by the National Science Foundation to bring computer science education to a much broader audience and to all levels in K-12. This includes all students regardless of gender, ethnicity, race, or disability. The effort began with Exploring Computer Science (ECS) which was a gentler introduction to computer science at the high school level. Shortly thereafter, the idea of an AP Computer Science Principles (CSP) course arose that was to be a gentler introduction to computer science than AP CSA with a college level equivalent, introductory
computer science for non-majors. In 2016, AP CSP became a reality with 43,780 students taking the exam in spring 2017 and two years later that number rose to 94,361. A major objective of ECS and AP CSP is broadening participation in computing, that is, more equitable participation in computer science education among minoritized groups, including students with disabilities. To a modest degree there has been improvement for women, Black, and Hispanic students on participation in AP CSP [Sax 2020]. Unfortunately, the College Board does not release any data about participation in its AP exam by students with disabilities.

Just this year, eleven states reported on the participation of students with disabilities under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) in computer science courses (ECS, AP CSA, AP CSP, and others) in the 2019-2020 academic year [CSReport2020]. In the eleven states 12.9% of students with disabilities are served under IDEA while at the same time just 7.6% of students taking at least one computer science course were served under IDEA. Hopefully, in the future we will learn from all the remaining states and the District of Columbia about the participation of students with disabilities in computer science courses. Also, from two to four percent of K-12 students with disabilities are served under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act and not under IDEA. We currently have no information regarding their participation in computer science courses.

To be clear, computing skills have been taught in K-12 schools for a very long time, but this is distinct from teaching computer science in general education classes. Teaching of computer skills often occurs at the high school level in Career and Technical Education (CTE) classes that were not considered to be pre-college courses. Computer science, as a discipline in the same family as biology, chemistry, physics, and mathematics, is new to K-12 education and still very much so in the formative stages of its development. Some other newer disciplines taught at the high school level are earth science and environmental science. There is little doubt that computer science belongs among the fundamental disciplines that should be taught in K-12 because of its pivotal importance of computing in almost all facets of science, business, and everyday life.

Until recently, computer science was not taught in K-8 at all, but that is changing quickly with the creation of curricula like Code.org’s CS Fundamentals for grades K-5 and CS Discoveries for grades 6-8, and other curricula. Nonetheless, programming environments for children have become extremely popular starting as far back as 1966 with the Logo programming environment [Solomon2020]. More recently, block-based programming environments have gained popularity with the Scratch programming language and environment and its many variants [Maloney2010, Bau2020]. Although these block-based programming environments have introduced programming and computational thinking to millions of children around the world, none of the popular block-based programming environments are accessible by children who use screen readers or switches for computer access.
The purpose of this white paper is to succinctly describe the fundamental accessibility problems children and young adults with disabilities have in K-12 computer science education, to describe current progress in attacking those problems, and to outline a plan, in research, development, and deployment, in solving those problems. The problems fall into five categories: accessible input, accessible output, accessible infrastructure, curriculum, and inclusion.

- **Input** concerns keyboard, mouse, touch, speech, eye-gaze, switch, and reactive interfaces such as augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) devices and gesture sensors found in VR devices.
- **Output** concerns visual (screen), speech, sonification, vibration, or other tactile output.
- **Infrastructure** concerns the design, implementation, and deployment of usable accessibility application programming interfaces (APIs).
- **Curriculum** concerns accessible technological approaches to helping students learn computer science.
- **Inclusion** concerns the participation of people with disabilities in the development of accessible tools and curricula in K-12 computer science education.

### Accessible Input

*Perkoff, Koushik, Milne, Mountapmbeme*

In order to make Computer Science education accessible, it is first necessary to consider the manner in which students interact with subject materials and tools. Students may learn to code through an integrated development environment, a text editor, or block-based programming languages. These tools have evolved to make it easier for users to grasp complex coding concepts, however, they have not evolved to accommodate the diverse set of input needs of students. Students with various disabilities may rely on alternative methods for input other than the typical keyboard, mouse, and touch. Alternative modes of input include speech, switch control, eye-tracking, head-tracking, and alternative and augmentative communication (AAC) devices. Speech might be used by a student with limited control of hands. Switch control, eye-tracking, or head-tracking might be used by a student with limited mobility and speech. AAC devices might be used by students with certain cognitive disabilities. Some students may use a combination of these inputs.

### AAC

Students with disabilities under IDEA are eligible to be provided any assistive technology device “that is used to increase, maintain, or improve functional capabilities of a child with a disability” [IDEA 2019]. The 2004 Special Education Elementary Longitudinal Study estimated that 9.1% of students surveyed received such assistive technology services [SEELS 2004]. Assistive technology can be used in the classroom to accommodate motor, physical, and cognitive impairments. It can also be used to enhance the ability of students to interact with their teachers and peers. In a national survey evaluating 15,643 students with communication needs, 19.3% of students did not use vocal speech as their primary form of language. 6.9%
used gesture-based language, while 6.5% used pictorial systems and 4.8% used speech generating devices [Andzik et al. 2018]. The latter two methods can be categorized as alternative and augmentative communication (AAC) devices.

There is an extensive range of AAC technology currently available to accommodate the spectrum of complex communication needs. AAC technology includes dedicated devices as well as supplemental applications that can be integrated into a mobile or desktop environment. In addition to the variations in the physical nature of the device, AAC devices can be distinguished by the combination of signal sources that are used for input. Possible signal sources include: images, mechanical input, touch screens, breathing sensors, and brain-computer interfaces [Elsahar et al. 2019]. Imaging methods include systems that track the individual’s attention as it shifts through different points in the screen to interact with content either based on eye-gaze or head pointing [Townend et al. 2016]. For individuals with control of their voluntary motor functions, traditional or enhanced keyboards and switches can be used for input. Specialized keyboards allow visually impaired users to read web pages in real-time through automatically refreshing Braille displays and some touchscreen versions [Alnfiai et al. 2017]. Alternatively, voice-to-text services can be a helpful interface for visual users as well as individuals with motor impairments. Visual scene displays based devices allow students to communicate through symbolic language representations instead of selecting text on the screen [Wilkinson et al. 2012]. This breadth of available communication methods has emerged in order to best serve the needs of individuals with different types of communication needs. However, students that are currently making use of such devices and other forms of assistive technology are still limited by the capacity of other educational tools that may be used in Computer Science classrooms.

Text-based programming Environments

Text-based integrated development environments (IDEs), such as Visual Studio, Eclipse and IntelliJ are the standard interfaces for developers to write production code, and as such, they are extensively used in computer science education. These IDEs typically display text-based code in a programming language (e.g., JavaScript, Python, C++) and have a number of integrated tools such as syntax highlighting, code completion and debuggers that allow a programmer to walk through steps of the code as it executes.

There are a number of existing accessibility problems with these environments. For people with motor impairments, text input can be a challenge. Notably many programmers develop repetitive strain injuries because of the large amount of typing that they do. As an alternative, one can use speech to program, which may require some translation as programming syntax is often quite distinct from spoken language syntax [Nowogrodzki2018], and certain languages and environments are less accessible via voice. There are an increasing number of commercial tools available to support coding by voice [Dragon, VoiceCode, Talon]. Alternative input mechanisms include eye-tracking, head-tracking or switch control, which can be used in conjunction with speech control to operate these environments, although these tools are often
slower or less accurate than mouse-based control [Hansen2018]. Such methods also often require custom controls to work at all. For example, using the OptiKey eye tracking environment requires an IDE that supports joystick control commands and allows resizing of elements on the screen to increase target sizes for eye tracking accuracy. For people with visual impairments, there is an extended set of accessibility challenges. In particular, it can be difficult to determine context, code structure and syntax errors using a screen reader [Baker2015] [Mealin2012]. Additionally, screen readers do not work well with the integrated tools such as the debuggers and syntax highlighting [Mealin2012]. There have been a few tools created that increase the accessibility of the spoken output for screen readers (e.g. [Raman1996] [Stefik2011b]) and also plug-ins for various environments that increase the ability to understand the context and structure of code [Baker2015] [Stefik2011b]. However, these tend to be piece-meal solutions to improve the accessibility of a particular environment. There is still work to be done on making all environments robustly accessible for people with visual and motor impairments.

Block-based programming Environments

With the increased use of block-based programming (BBP) in K-12 curricula and other outreach activities, there is a need to enhance accessibility in order to serve all students [Ludi 2015], [Milne2019]. BBP is appealing to many novice learners because its intrinsic design allows students to focus on concepts rather than syntax [Weintrop2015]. In a block-based programming environment [BBPE], blocks are usually pre-designed with special structure (shape) and color that communicate most of the syntax. Constructing a program then simply involves connecting multiple compatible blocks with one another to form a syntactically correct program. This interaction usually happens via drag and drop operations using the mouse. However, the interaction/input mechanism as well as the structure of the blocks make BBPE inaccessible to learners who rely on assistive technologies. Most, if not all mainstream BBPEs such as Scratch [Scratch], MakeCode[MakeCode], AppInventor [Applnv] and Code.org curricular [Code] only support the mouse as the primary input device. Other input modalities such as keyboard, touch, speech, eye-gaze and switch are not supported by these systems. This poses a serious barrier for accessibility of CS Ed for all since these environments are increasingly being used to introduce students to programming and computational thinking activities.

There has been some progress in the past few years to make BBPEs accessible to people with disabilities, notably with the creation of an accessible BBPE from the ground-up called Blocks4All [Milne2018] and with the work by Ludi et al. [Ludi2017] that adds keyboard and screen reader interaction on the Blockly Framework [Blockly]. Blockly is a popular framework for building BBPEs. Most mainstream BBPEs such as MakeCode, AppInventor, Scratch, etc. are built on top of the Blockly framework. Therefore, adding accessibility to the Blockly library will indirectly enable accessibility on these mainstream systems. Google recently released a version of Blockly that accepts keyboard input for interaction. Swift Playgrounds [Swift], a hybrid of text-based and block-based programming works well with screen readers despite some existing challenges [Mountapmbeme2020]. The bulk of these research efforts has mainly been geared towards addressing accessibility barriers for people with visual impairments who primarily interact with computers using screen readers, keyboards and touchscreens. The literature says little about other input modalities such as eye-gaze, speech, and AAC devices, but the same issues that apply to IDEs broadly also apply here (e.g., switch support, target size in eye trackers). More research work needs to be done in order to address accessibility for the wide
ranges of input modalities used by diverse students to effectively make block-based programming and CS Ed accessible for all.

**Tangible programming Environments**

Tangible programming languages are widely popular in K-12 education as an alternative to text-based and block-based programming. Some introductory tangible toolkits focus on creating electronic circuits using sensors like Arduino, Littlebits (Bdier, 2009), ProjectBloks (Blikstein, et.al. 2016), roBlocks (Schweikardt & Gross, 2006), and Algobrix. These toolkits utilize hardware and software components that may be inaccessible to students with visual impairments. The Blind Arduino Project is an effort to make circuit-based programming platforms accessible to students who are blind or visually impaired by providing tutorials and hands-on workshops to develop using Arduino.

Tools like Osmo, Awbies (Hu et.al, 2015), and Tern (Horn & Jacob, 2007) explore tangible games to learn programming concepts. Students assemble physical blocks to interact with a screen-based game. By creating non-electronic blocks, these tools particularly focus on affordability for K-12 classrooms. However, interfacing tangible inputs with visual applications remains inaccessible to students with visual impairments.

To make tangible programming accessible to students with disabilities, research has coupled tangible inputs with audio-based outputs. Code jumper (Thieme et.al, 2017) is an accessible tangible toolkit to learn programming concepts by connecting custom pods to create digital music. Exploring tangible blocks as an alternative to visual block-based languages, StoryBlocks (Koushik et.al, 2019) uses physical blocks with distinct tactile markers to create audio stories. However, these tools largely focus on students with visual impairments. Making tangible programming tools accessible to students with diverse abilities can help them engage with computing concepts and foster collaborative learning in K-12 education.

**Next Steps**

As the demand for computational skills increases nationally, Computer Science education is becoming more prevalent in K-12 classrooms, but it is not inherently accessible to all students. In order to prevent students with disabilities from being left behind in the technical realm, we need to take into account the different input modalities used by this diverse range of students. Future development in this space can make the field more accessible through a number of options. This includes modifying existing programming interfaces as well as applications meant to simplify Computer Science education. These modifications can either be in terms of the physical way that a student is interacting with a tool (through voice control, eye-gaze, or another AAC device) as well as the representation of the code itself. For example, it is currently unknown if the current structure block-based code is as beneficial for students interacting with the program through voice. By navigating the tools with a different input method, it is possible
that students’ perception of the information will change as well. Tangible programming tools have significant potential for students with visual disabilities, but for those that may have multiple disabilities including motor impairments they may be difficult to interact with. Extensions of this type of educational tool could consider how to design pieces that are easier to navigate with complex motor needs. One theme that is present across all these tools is a general lack of information. Additional data on the current usage of assistive technologies in classrooms would be extremely beneficial to help guide the direction that developers should take to enhance their applications.

**Accessible Output**

*Stefik, Ladner*

Typical outputs from computers are typically visual or auditory, or a combination of both. These outputs can be problematic for students who are blind or visually impaired, or are deaf or hard of hearing. The key problem is to replace an output that cannot be perceived, to an output that can be perceived so that the information obtained is as equivalent as possible. Replacing visual content is most challenging as we shall see below. An easier part of visual replacement or text on a screen with speech output, which is the purpose of screen reader technology. Much more difficult is the replacement of non-text visual output which is a virtually infinite space. A standard way to replace non-text visual output is with audio description. Another issue is navigating through visual content to identify what would be spoken. Replacing audio content that is speech can be done with visual captions. Non-speech output is again a virtual infinite space which may or may not even need replacement depending on its importance to the output. One example might be replacing a "beep" sound with light flashing.

**Visual Output to Speech**

The output of programming environments is equally important in computer science education. Consider, for example, the output of Code.org’s Star Wars hour of code tutorial, used by predominantly younger students learning computer science. These tutorials have rich media, are inventive, and are designed to be easy for children to use.
Many tutorials exist like this one and, for young students, they have often defining characteristics. First, typically there exists a graphical overlay on a 2D graphical grid that students visually explore. Second, these tutorials typically involve movement of a character, in the above example bb8, across the computer screen. The input for this movement, either using text or blocks, is literal, like moving the character up, down, left, or right. Success for a particular part of a project is determined if the movements match a pre-set answer (e.g., go right, then down, then rotate left).

While the above is designed for young students, computer programming in the 21st century also has complex output. For example, the environment Unity3D allows for the creation of complex 2D or 3D worlds. Such environments are considerably more advanced than those for children, but are important to consider in K-12 education. Students with disabilities wanting to learn should not have to "stop" learning after high school because the professional environments are not accessible. In the screen capture below, the defining features include 3D scene generation, properties windows that provide details on the scene, assets windows, and a 3D grid.
Environments for children, while rarer, also sometimes provide a 3D grid. While these items are visual, and are not currently accessible, all of them could be, including through screen readers.

Accessible output is not limited to Turtle graphics or computer gaming. Similarly, the area of data science increasingly generates complex visualizations. A good example is in the environment RStudio, a professional development environment for data scientists. These environments contain data tables, console-like output, and often generate charts inside them as flat images. These images today are not accessible, but this does not have to be so. Further, while RStudio uses text, it is not guaranteed that because an environment contains text that its input or output is accessible. Both code.org's Hour of Code, using JavaScript, and RStudio's text environments, have significant problems with accessibility, despite being text-based. Point being, the fact that such environments have visual output is not the problem. The key issue is that such environments must have operating system hooks in order to make them connect to accessibility technologies.
The crucial point to understand is that while many of the backend systems are similar between accessible input and output, input is defining how the user is programming in an environment and output is defining what comes out from that programming effort. Such environments matter in K-12 education and are often graphical, but ultimately need to be accessible past high school as well. Crucially, any initiative on accessibility in high-school thus has to remember that accessibility does not stop at this age range. Students with disabilities need environments that cross the learning and professional spectrum in order to be successful.

Audio Output to Visual Output

As mentioned above, speech output can be converted to captions. While speech and visual output can be consumed and understood simultaneously, a person who is deaf only has one, vision, of the two output modalities. The replacement of speech with caption means that the deaf student has to switch visual attention often between the main visual content and the captions. There is some research on supporting this divided attention problem in the academic classroom setting [Cavender et al. 2009, Kushalnagar et al. 2010] and the on-screen setting [Ouzts et al. 2013]. In terms of computer science education, audio output of most concern is found in educational videos, which can be easily captioned.

Next Steps

Computer science is a rapidly changing field, even at the K-12 level. Just this past year a new data science unit was added to the AP CSP curriculum. As mentioned earlier this curriculum is highly visual using graphs, charts, animations, and interactive graphics. A good next step is to identify and prioritize the visual components of K-12 CS education that do not now have good alternative non-visual access.
This section addresses the core technologies that are needed to make applications accessible, including tools that are commonly used in K-12 computer science education. Online curricula such as the Code.org AP CSP curricula use a multitude of tools such as network simulators, data compression simulators, and encryption simulators that are interactive and highly visual. Making accessible versions of these can be very challenging.

In order to make the input and output accessible, operating systems have long contained infrastructures so that application programmers do not have to write code for accessibility components. This is crucial, as writing for accessibility can be very difficult. For example, applications written for the blind not only must connect to screen readers, they must also use Braille. Requiring every application developer to learn Braille would be an unreasonable non-starter. For this reason and others, operating system architectures almost always include an accessibility infrastructure and these must work correctly, otherwise the entire stack of cards collapses for accessibility.

There are several major infrastructures for accessibility. On Windows, there is Microsoft UIA Automation. On Mac and iOS, there is NSAccessibility. On Android, there is the android.view.accessibility package. These systems, even for experts like some of the authors of this white paper, have a truly extraordinary learning curve. As an example, while we know of no citations on the topic, from personal experience the authors have observed the following: 1) Some of UIA’s documentation is often wrong, 2) Even the main page for NSAccessibility on mac says “No Overview Available” as the primary source of documentation for the API, and 3) some programming environments for accessibility do not work or poorly work, and 4) to make applications accessible across multiple platforms, accessibility must be written in a variety of incompatible programming languages. All of these barriers, and others, make programming accessibility today incredibly and unnecessarily difficult.

For example, consider the JavaFX accessibility model. In JavaFX, we program for accessibility in Java by sending down accessibility events and this is automated by the user interface libraries in the language. Essentially, a programmer using a “menu” does not write the accessibility layer, nor should they, for the reasons mentioned above. In theory, this simplifies development, as one does not need to write custom accessibility wrappers on each operating system, in multiple programming languages, for multiple user interface controls. However, on Windows, JavaFX sends the wrong properties to Microsoft UIA, which basically means accessibility technologies will not work correctly. On screen readers, for example, they will not “read” at the correct times. To the end user, even knowing what programming language a tool is written in is a large barrier to...
entry, so they would just be aware that a technology does not work for them. On Mac and other operating systems, the situation is similar and JavaFX is hardly alone.

Further, accessibility infrastructures from manufacturers essentially use a push and query style model. Each operating system calls it something different, like in UIA it is the "provider" model, but the idea is similar. Applications push events to the operating system and AT devices can optionally choose to query for these events and react to them. For example, if a user creates a "text box" but does not create an appropriate provider on Windows, then any and all devices, for any disability, will be broken out of the box for people with disabilities. However, implementing such providers is a herculean task. These providers are old, complex, and require a deep understanding of how specific kinds of AT devices interact with them. For example, even between screen readers like Windows Narrator, JAWS, and NVDA, there are considerable differences in how the device may interact with a text box provider and this matters to users. As a practical example, consider that implementing the provider for progress bars in Microsoft's UIA works differently between NVDA and Microsoft Narrator and does not work in JAWS at all. This is true even if an application developer knows providers exist, knows how to test with screen readers, and implements their provider correctly.

This observation alone is explanatory as a theoretical reason why users of AT technology have such an inconsistent user experience. If an application is programmed in Java, which sends down the wrong events, the team that programmed it may have no idea it is not accessible, nor do they have an easy mechanism to fix it if they do not control the programming language. If the application uses raw UIA, they may not have the expertise to understand why "JAWS users cannot access the progress bar." Or, for those using Unity3D or RStudio, the application teams may not even know what a provider is, let alone have the expertise to program them correctly on all platforms and in multiple programming languages.

Thus, one key issue that needs resolution is improvements to the underlying accessibility infrastructure in operating systems and inside of programming languages. Operating systems and programming languages ultimately are the lynchpin for application developers wanting to make their applications accessible. We think several changes are needed:

NSAccessibility, UIA, and other similar technologies are extremely difficult to use as APIs and they do not have to be. Many have complex memory management, and inter-process communication requirements (e.g., BSTR values, complex unions) that require additional expertise beyond accessibility and limiting work to experts. These APIs can be both industry scale and dramatically easier to use.
A cross-platform, and correct, API for accessibility infrastructure is sorely needed, across all industry programming languages and products. Application developers should not have to worry that the programming language they are using may be inaccessible on a technical level and they should not have to write custom accessibility implementations everywhere. Given that many programming languages have poor, or barely working, accessibility implementations, it is not surprising that applications themselves lack accessibility support. Accessibility APIs should be built into the core graphics toolkits, like OpenGL, Direct3D, Metal, and otherwise. Graphics developers today have a herculean task to make their applications accessible, but this need not be so with improvements to accessibility infrastructures at the operating system and programming language level.

The only existing infrastructure that approaches these goals is an academic project embedded into the Quorum programming language and used in the Quorum Studio environment. For example, consider the image below. This image is of Quorum Studio presenting 2D grid-like information, similar to scene editors in Unity3D. For this to work accessibly, Quorum implements a customized accessibility manager, which connects to appropriate providers (currently on Windows only).

As there is no provider, on any platform, for computer graphics, creating 2D or 3D scenes such as this requires creative use of focus events and customized providers inside of Quorum. Using
This or technologies like it allow any graphical technology to be accessible, although such an infrastructure is sorely needed at industry scale and plausibly built into the core graphical toolkits.

**Curriculum**

*Huff, Ludi*

As Computer Science (CS) continues to make its way into K-12 schools across the U.S., the accessibility of the curricula used remains in question. It's not enough to introduce CS to students early in their learning; there needs to be a greater effort in ensuring the curriculum used in the classroom is inclusive and accessible to all students, including those with disabilities. There is a sense of urgency to provide access to CS education in K-12 to as many schools as possible; however, those efforts primarily focused on increased participation of students from disadvantaged and underrepresented populations such as Black, LatinX, and Native Americans. However, with this approach, the design of resulting CS curricula does not consider the needs and preferences of students with disabilities, putting them at a disadvantage in their learning progression. While not impossible, many students with disabilities persevered and achieved success in computing; they face a steeper hill to climb than their sighted peers.

The struggles encountered during their education due to the curriculum may have a lasting impact on integrating and contributing as developers at the professional level. The exploratory study of Mealin and Murphy-Hill [Mealin2012] suggest that the challenges faced by the blind or visually impaired programmers are due to their inexperience in using the developer tools because of their lack of education. At the K-12 level, the curriculum may often decide what tools or environments teachers use; however, some curricula offer flexibility in using different environments or languages. For example, CodeHS provides various pathways to 6th-12th and K-12 curriculum and provides courses using JavaScript, Java, and Python [CodeHS]. However, when accessibility for students with disabilities becomes a factor, the tool and language of choice may depend on how it works with their assistive technologies. In a 2019 study, Baker et al. interviewed how teachers of the visually impaired (TVI) determined what factors influenced their choice of technologies to use in their classrooms [Baker2019]. The most significant factors included a) if the technology matches what their peers use, b) the ability of the student(s), and c) what is best suited for the environment and task at hand. Similarly, in a 2020 study, Huff et al. interviewed TVIs regarding their teaching experience with blind or visually impaired students in CS courses [Huff2020b]. Among the findings, the study revealed teachers were often modifying the curriculum. The kind of tools and materials used differed for some teachers based on if the student was blind or had low vision. TVIs expressed the need to redesign current curricula to provide more accessible formats of their materials and improve their learning tools to work with screen readers. The current challenges in existing curricula affect students in K-12 and the teachers and how they prepare to teach CS. The following section details recent attempts to improve CS curricula and introduce alternative educational approaches for introducing CS to students with disabilities.
Current Efforts in Improving CS Curricula

In response to the growing need to improve accessibility in CS education, several initiatives, organizations, and solutions, both technological and educational, are designed to mitigate or eliminate barriers to the user experience for students with disabilities in learning programming. The following subsections introduce examples of current efforts in the form of educational workshops, curricula, developer tools, and environments for which enhances access to learning CS for people with disabilities.

Educational Workshops & Curricula

A side effect of current K-12 CS curricula designed without full consideration of people with disabilities is how learning materials and editors do not work well with assistive technologies such as screen readers. This side effect can limit how people with visual impairments participate using screen readers to access online content. To address this barrier, AccessCSforAll researched approaches toward making K-12 CS curricula more accessible, even for screen reader users. The team of Stefik et al. created a version of Code.org’s Computer Science Principles (CSP) course that is screen-reader accessible [Stefik2019]. The modifications included unplugged alternatives to CSP’s activities and making versions of specific activities doable using the Quorum programming language [Quorum]. Bootstrap provides a series of curricular modules and a tool for teaching computing, math, physics, and data science to 6-12 grade students. Currently, work is underway to make their tool accessible for people with disabilities [Schanzer2019, Schanzer2020]. Ludi et al.’s work saw enhancements to the Robotics unit of the Exploring Computer Science curriculum to improve accessibility in robotics programming for visually impaired students using JBrick, a programming environment for Lego Mindstorms NXT development [Ludi2018, Ludi2014].

In addition to redesigning K-12 CS curricula for accessibility, other approaches include workshops using more accessible devices, environments, and tools to expose students with disabilities to computer science. In a 2008 study, Bigham et al. conducted a workshop for blind high school students developing an instant messaging chatbot using software that was deemed accessible for blind persons [Bigham2008]. In 2014, Kane and Bigham conducted a workshop over four days with blind high school students, analyzing Twitter data, and creating interactive visualizations [Kane2014]. They used Ruby to create the Twitter analysis scripts and then create 3D tactile graphics, printable using a 3D printer. Stefik et al. conducted a summer workshop with several blind or visually impaired students using Sodbeans, a development environment based on the Netbeans integrated development environment (IDE), and the Hop programming language. The authors evaluated the IDE and programming language using a multisensory CS curriculum designed to be accessible for students with visual impairments [Stefik2011].

Educational Tools & Environments

To complement efforts in curricula, developing development tools and environments that are inclusive to learners with disabilities is critical. The Quorum language, with the associated development environment, is an example of development tools that support computer science education for students who are blind and visually impaired [Stefik2013]. Quorum supports programming that includes games and robotics, as well as general programming uses. There
are other tools developed that support specific domains. For example, The JBrick development tool enables persons with or without sight to program LEGO Mindstorms robots via a subset of the C language [Ludi2010]. Both JBrick and Quorom’s development tools focused on providing access to programming and compatibility with assistive technology such as screen readers and refreshable Braille displays. These tools focus on traditional, text-based programming languages, while other work focuses on block-based tools that target novice programmers. Both Milne and Ludi’s work is pursuing the addition of features to support persons with visual impairments in Google’s Blockly framework via touchscreen and keyboard use, respectively [Milne2019, Ludi2015]. Key areas of concern include both the basics of input and output within the programming tasks (discussed earlier in this paper) while also investigating specific features such as audio, search, and code understanding, especially in computer science education itself. Other work studied a narrow aspect of programming, such as a concept or the input method itself. For example, the PLUMB EXTRA3 tool teaches the fundamentals of data structures to students who are blind [Calder2007]. While traditionally, the input of programming is via the device (such as the computer or tablet), Morrison et al. created Torino, a tangible programming tool for teaching programming concepts to children ages 7-11 who are visually impaired [Morrison2018]. Torino has become Code Jumper as it has moved out of research and into an actual product (Thieme et.al, 2017).

While companies developed some accessibility features and plug-ins to support users of mainstream development tools such as Microsoft’s Visual Studio and Eclipse, these environments are used by people who are either more advanced in their education or are professionals. The tools noted above focus on people, often students, who are learning to program. The goal is to increase access to Computer Science, even for students in elementary school.

Potential Resource: Accessible Tutorials
Tutorials may be one area to explore in improving the educational experience in CS. Current developer tools may be inaccessible for people with disabilities [Albusays2016, Huff2020a] and, therefore, serves as a barrier to their learning. While research continues to improve tool accessibility, developing tutorials or instructional media for using developer tools by a person with a disability may help mitigate the challenges in the onboarding process for students. For example, developers may look for a video tutorial to learn to use Visual Studio Code on YouTube. As another example, developers may want to take a course to learn a web framework, and thus they may take an online class on a website such as Udacity or Coursera. These tutorials may be useful as supplemental materials for learning to write code, use developer tools, and learn CS concepts. However, many tutorials come in the form of videos and may not be designed initially for people with visual impairments. Videos can be difficult for people with visual impairments to follow because of the lack of context and screen readers’ inability to interpret the videos correctly [Voykinksa2016]. More importantly, the demonstration of developer tools such as text editors or integrated development environments (IDE) comes from the perspective of someone without a visual impairment. Therefore, such tutorials lack consideration for using such tools with a screen reader or keyboard shortcuts to navigate the user interface (UI) or access specific functions. Another consideration is the availability of existing tutorials made by screen reader users. It is currently unknown how much media of
using software developer tools from the perspective of screen reader users exists on the Web. Although previous work examined the kinds of videos published on YouTube by people with visual impairments, the focus was on video blogs (vlogs) [Seo2017].

To that end, video tutorials for people with disabilities, especially visual disabilities, can be viable and valuable for learning to use educational developer tools and thus improve learning outcomes. The question then is, “What would it look like?” One possible outcome could be a repository of tutorial videos, resembling the structure of the popular platform YouTube, consisting of content generated by people with disabilities showing how to use technology. To a more considerable extent, we may consider developing a website hosting massive open online courses (MOOCs); these MOOCs would comprise lectures providing incremental knowledge towards achieving the overarching goal of learning a new technology, language, or task. Platforms such as Udacity, LinkedIn Learning, Coursera, and Udemy are examples of such a model. However, then, the question becomes, “Why not just upload such content to those platforms?” While using existing platforms would reduce the time, effort, and resources required to achieve the outlined goals, there is the question of accessibility on existing platforms. Previous work identified accessibility issues in some of the more popular MOOC platforms [Al-Mouh2014, Bohnsack2014, Sanchez-Gordon2016].

The next question to pose would be, “What will it take to realize accessible tutorials for people with visual impairments?” The reality is that such a task will require significant research, human resources, stakeholder involvement, and cost. The following subsections outline steps toward developing an accessible video tutorial.

Infrastructure/Content Development

Critical considerations must include 1) who will produce the tutorials, 2) what resources are required to produce the tutorials, 3) what format(s) are the most accessible for the intended audience, and 4) what will the infrastructure look like for the system. For the benefit of blind or low vision users, the videos’ development would require audio descriptions to inform viewers of the objects on the screen and the action(s) taking place. However, audio descriptions would require substantial time, effort, and cost to generate for existing video tutorials. However, there are alternative approaches to providing audio descriptions to tutorials. For example, YouDescribe [YouDescribe], a website and mobile application run by the Smith-Kettlewell Eye Research Institute, crowdsources audio descriptions for YouTube videos. Users can sign in using a current Google account to create audio descriptions of existing videos within the repository. Another approach is hiring visually impaired content creators or developers to produce videos. From their perspective, developing the videos to cater to the needs of other blind or visually impaired people will demonstrate and articulate their lessons in a comprehensible manner and, therefore, would not require audio descriptions. Of course, the drawback in such an approach would be the cost to hire their services.
Funding
Funding sources are always a consideration when discussing the design, development, and deployment of a web-based service. Cost considerations include hiring content developers, production specialists, web development and publication, and other key components.

Stakeholders and Expertise
We identify potential stakeholders for a possible video repository portal, beginning with people with disabilities, in this case, blind or visually impaired people. In considering an inclusive design approach, their input would be crucial to ensuring the final product meets their needs. That is not to say the portal is strictly for the blind or visually impaired; however, designing it to meet their needs indirectly addresses people’s needs with other forms of impairment (e.g., people with learning disabilities such as dyslexia). A supplement to existing CS curricula for K-12 schools, the portal may benefit students and teachers. The potential barrier for teachers integrating the tutorials in their curriculum may include the regulations from their district on using videos in their lectures. Many school districts impose restrictions on the use of YouTube videos in the classroom because students may use it as an opportunity to browse for non-related content on the platform. A potential workaround would be teachers integrating specific videos into a slide show or online in a learning content management system (LCMS). This approach would serve as a benefit for both in-school and out-of-school learning for students. There is an increase of people forgoing formal CS education and instead pursue their education through coding boot camps or self-learning through videos, making them beneficiaries and stakeholders for the portal.

The expertise required for developing the videos and platform would ideally include (this is not an exhaustive list) the following:

- Content creation/editing/production
- Marking
- Product/tool developers at mainstream companies
- Collaborations with disability organizations (e.g., National Federation for the Blind)
- Research in HCI, Accessibility, and Computing Education
- Leadership/project management can build and maintain connections with organizations, stakeholders, and funders.

Next Steps
The first step in designing and developing a prototype accessible portal for hosting video tutorials for people with visual impairments involves a user needs analysis to identify potential end-users’ needs and requirements. The analysis may include a survey of and interview with teachers of visually impaired (TVI) students in CS and the students learning CS. The teacher/student studies’ goal will be to identify the most challenging CS topics and development tools for blind or visually impaired students. While prior work identified tools chosen by TVIs for their CS courses [Baker2019] and challenging and easy topics for blind or visually impaired students [Huff2020b], additional exploration with more participants will help produce more generalized recommendations for the broader population. We can analyze the pool of topics to select the most challenging ones (2-3). The next step will be to create a small collection of video
tutorials with the aid of recruited blind or visually impaired developers and production specialists. An evaluation study will assess the videos’ effectiveness and the effect on students’ efficacy in learning challenging topics. A viable approach would be a diary study where students use the videos as part of their learning over time and submit entries on their experience and their attitude and perceived usefulness with follow-up interviews. Findings from the study will provide feedback on the tutorials’ strengths and weaknesses to reiterate their development. The aforementioned is a suggested series of steps toward using an inclusive design approach to design and develop video tutorials as an accessible supplement or alternative for learning CS for K12 students with disabilities.

Inclusion

Ladner

Generally, tools and curricula for computer science education at the K-12 level are not developed or tested by people without disabilities. In addition, most college level computer science programs do not teach about how to make applications and websites accessible. For these reasons and others, most tools and curricula are most often not accessible to screen reader users, switch users, and users who require other access technologies. As mentioned earlier, the well-known Scratch programming language and environment that is used by millions of children, both in and out of the classroom, is not accessible. The ECS curriculum that uses Scratch is not fully accessible. All the endorsed AP CSP curricula are not fully accessible. For example, Code.org AP CSP curriculum uses App Lab, a block-based programming environment that is not screen reader or switch access.

The solution to this problem is to increase the number of people with disabilities in the enterprise of creating tools and curricula for K-12 computer science education. This will help embed people who understand disability in companies and organizations that are creating tools and curricula. These people with disabilities should have the power to influence the accessibility of the tools and curricula as they are being developed. Some of them could even be programmers or curriculum designers.

In the subsequent subsections we will look at the progress so far on increasing the number of people with disabilities in creating tools and curricula for K-12 computer science education, what future research is needed, and the next steps that are needed to move forward on inclusion.
Progress on Inclusion

Until recently data on the participation of K-12 students with disabilities in computing courses did not exist. As mentioned earlier, 11 states reported on students under IDEA that took at least one computer science course [CSRepor2020]. In those 11 states 12.9% of K-12 students were served under IDEA, but only 7.6% of students who took at least one computer science course were served under IDEA. Hopefully, in the coming years all 50 states and the District of Columbia will report data of students with disabilities taking computer science courses. The AccessCSforAll project has been developing accessible tools and curricula for AP CSP and training teachers of deaf, blind, and learning-disabled students to teach the course [ACSA]. The Quorum Language and programming environment has been developed to be screen reader accessible from the outset [Q, Stefi2011] which allows the participation of blind students and others who use screen readers to participate in computer science more widely. Blocks4All has been developed and tested for making block-based programming accessible for iOS VoiceOver users [Milne2018]. Work has also been done to help make the block-based programming language framework called Blockly more accessible to screen reader users [Ludl2017]. There has also been work on making the popular programming environment for the Bootstrap program accessible [Schanzer2019]. There is also considerable work being done to help teachers learn the principles and practices of Universal Design for Learning (UDL) that can make learning computer science easier for students with learning differences [Israel2020]. All this work is allowing more K-12 students with disabilities to participate in computer science.

Research on Inclusion

There is scant human studies research on inclusion for people with disabilities in computing fields. One major impediment is the inconsistency of data about the participation of people with disabilities in the computer science education pipeline [LadnerCRA, Blaser2020]. Without reliable data about people with disabilities, it is difficult to track progress on inclusion. This problem about data on disability is an international problem that cannot be addressed only by the computing field.

One of the major resources for research on diversity, equity, and inclusion in computing fields is the annual IEEE Conference on Research in Equity and Sustained Participation in Engineering, Computing, and Technology (RESPECT) that has been held every year since 2015. Another source of information is the Data Buddies that does quantitative research about broadening participation in computing for the Computing Research Association [DB1]. One striking result from the project is that 32% of undergraduate majors in computer science who have a disability feel like an outsider in the computing field and even more (45-46%) for women or underrepresented minorities with disabilities [DB2]. This compares to 17% for majority men with disabilities who feel like outsiders. With both RESPECT and Data Buddies, the focus has been mostly on inclusion at the college level, not at the K-12 level.
Next steps on Inclusion
A critical next step is some sort of survey article that summarizes the state of inclusion of students with disabilities in computer science at the K-12 level. We are beginning to get data on participation of students with disabilities in computing courses, but it is incomplete. We have no idea how they are doing on the AP CSA and CSP exams. Working with the College Board to get that data would be very helpful. Once we have the data on disability in K-12 CS education it needs to be disaggregated to see which students with disabilities are not participating. Is it blind students, deaf students, or other groups? From a more local perspective, it would make sense to examine some larger school districts to see how they are including students with disabilities in CS. How does New York City compare with Chicago in inclusion?

Conclusion
This white paper examines the accessibility barriers in K-12 CS education, what work has been done so far to mitigate those barriers, and what needs to be done next. Five areas were covered: input, output, infrastructure, curriculum, and inclusion. No new problems have been solved in this paper, but hopefully the paper will inspire researchers and developers to improve the accessibility of K-12 computer science education for the approximately 9 million students with disabilities in the United States, and the millions more around the world.
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